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Human Development Index: a case study in graphical representation

The poster describes the process of developing graphical metaphor 
and representations of the Human Development Index —HDI— and 
its components (United Nations Development Programme): the 
Development Tree. The project was commissioned by César A. Hidalgo, 
head of MacroConnections group, MIT Media Lab, and Faculty Associate, 
Center for International Development, Harvard University, while writing 
the “Graphical Statistical Methods for the Representation of the Human 
Development Index and its Components,” for the Human Development 
Report Office (Hidalgo, 2010). Concept and visual representations 
were developed by Isabel Meirelles in collaboration with Northeastern 
University students during Spring 2010, prior to their graduation:  
Geoff House, David Landry and Alex Simoes. 

The objective was to explore the use of visual representations as an 
alternative to the mathematical forms currently used to aggregate the 
HDI. The HDI is a composite measure of one health, one income and two 
education indicators, which are aggregated numerically through a set of 
formulas that reduce all these dimensions to a single number. To keep 
the information on the dimensions that get aggregated away when done 
numerically, we proposed representing the HDI graphically as a tree, 
where the trunk represents the total aggregate value, and the branches 
its components and subcomponents. By using appropriate design rules 
for the sizes of each branch we preserve the information encoded in 
the mathematical definition of the HDI, and augment it, by providing a 
representation that allows differentiating between countries that might 
differ in HDI structure despite having a similar aggregate HDI value.

Hidalgo, César. (2010).  “Graphical Statistical Methods for the Representation of the Human Development Index and 
its Components,” Human Development Research Paper 2010/39  
<http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2010/papers/HDRP_2010_39.pdf> 
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CHILE
year life ger literacy gdp pop edx lifex gdpx hdix
1970 62.0 65.6% 89.0% 4,789 9,574 81.2% 61.7% 64.6% 69.2%
1975 65.3 66.3% 89.9% 4,051 10,419 82.0% 67.2% 61.8% 70.3%
1980 69.1 67.0% 90.8% 5,369 11,181 82.8% 73.5% 66.5% 74.3%
1985 71.8 69.1% 92.1% 5,181 12,111 84.4% 78.1% 65.9% 76.1%
1990 73.6 71.1% 93.7% 6,589 13,191 86.1% 80.9% 69.9% 79.0%
1995 75.0 74.4% 94.7% 9,149 14,410 87.9% 83.3% 75.4% 82.2%
2000 76.8 77.7% 95.4% 10,475 15,419 89.5% 86.3% 77.6% 84.5%
2005 78.2 82.9% 96.3% 12,173 16,297 91.8% 88.7% 80.1% 86.9%
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Illustration of the design process 
of defining the most effective 
representation with which to describe 
the HDI at a glance. Examples show 
exploration of concepts, graphical 
rules and visual representation.

The HDI Tree is a visual representation used to illustrate 
the Human Development Index together with its 
components and subcomponents. The design rules of the 
HDI tree are:
•	 The	height of the tree trunk is proportional to the total 

value of the HDI
•	 The	side of the tree branches are proportional to each  

sub-indicator
•	 The	branches are ordered in increasing order from left 

to right
•	 The	color of the trunk is the average color of the 

components

HDIx: Human Development Index  
EDUx: Education Index 
GNIx: Income Index  
HEALTHx: Health Index  
MYSx: Mean Years of Schooling Index  
EYSx: Expected Years of Schooling Index

Interactive applet at the UNDP site developed by Hidalgo and Simoes: 
http://hdr.undp.org/en/humandev/lets-talk-hd/ 
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47.5  Congo 57.5 34.5  Democratic 37.9
 Republic of 
 the Congo

28.6  Central 38.0
 African Republic

21.4  Mali 35.5 59.5  Mauritius 79.028.0  Malawi 47.1

32.9 Togo 50.9 45.6 Tunisia 75.733.9 United  48.4 
 Republic of 
 Tanzania

29.3  Benin 48.6 24.1  Burundi 39.0

60.0  Libyan Arab 83.3
 Jamahiriya 

33.4 Sudan 51.3

42.9  Egypt 68.5

21.8  Mozambique 38.6

46.5  Zambia 43.7

43.2  Botswana 66.8 37.8  Cameroon 52.4

39.7  Madagascar 54.2

42.4  Swaziland 57.0

23.6  Ethiopia 39.2

23.0  Niger 32.6

47.5  Algeria 74.3 20.9  Burkina Faso 36.3

31.8  Liberia 43.7

60.8  South Africa 67.4

38.1  Cóte d’Ivoire 48.6

38.4  Morocco 63.7

36.2  Uganda 49.2

41.3  Kenya 53.4 33.9  Lesotho 50.636.6  Ghana 51.1

32.4  Rwanda 46.2 31.3  Senegal     45.731.6  Nigeria 49.7

1970 1970 1970 19701970 19702005 2005 2005 20052005 2005

Human Development Index 
Africa: 1970–2005 

Africa: 1970–2005  
Telling the story of 35 countries in Africa by comparing indices   HDIx =   

3 EDUx • HEALTHx • GNIx

EDUx = MYSx • EYSx – min(MYSx, EYSx)
               max(MYSx, EYSx) – min(MYSx, EYSx)

Mathematical Representation Metaphorical Representation

Diagrammatic Representation

Interactive Applet 

Development Tree:  
The design process of exploring graphical representations  
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square  for indexes
line = 8px 
corner radius= 5px
side = index/3 then * 2 
(i.e. education =  81.2/3 = 27.06 * 2 = 54.12 px
order:
smaller (#3)to the left and then clockwise to larger (#1)

align squares rules:
align #3 and #2 by right hand side
then add a space of 3 px
align #1 with #2 by the bottom side
 after alignement rotate the whole group in -45degrees 

HDI
line = 8px 
corner radius= 3px
height = HDI* 2 (i.e. 69.2 = 138.4)
width = 24 px

to create the top triangular point:
use same line weight 8px and corner raidus 3px
create a square with a diagonal of 24 px 
(so that it would match the rect width)
then align with the HDI rectangle 
(as shown in the image below)
then remove the bottom half of the rotated square  

#1#2

#3

align #1 and #2 to bottom

align #3 
and #2 
to right

ed x life x gdp x hdi x 1970
81.2 61,7 64.6 69.2 =   length (only hdi index * 2 )
27.06 20.57 21.53  1/3
54.12 41.14 43.06  side of saqure = (1/3) *2)

literacy enrollment
89%   65.6    
59.33  (2/3) 21.87   (1/3) 
73.1  26.9  square = % to education

     
 

R=223 G=92 B=69 LIFE
R=230 G=179 B=57 GDP 
R=80 G=135 B=199   EDUCATION
R=47 G=102 B=177 ENROLLMENT
R=151 G=187 B=227 LITERACY

square  for literacy and enrollment = % to square for education *
* line and side all change accordingly line = 8px 
order: = smaller to the bottom 

align rules = align 
squares to the edge of 
squares with a 3 px 
distance. Literacy �rst 
then Enrollment

align rules = align 
Literacy square to 
one edge of square 
and the Enrollment 
to the other with a 
3 px distance

align rules = align 
to the center: 
Enrollment square 
to the center with 
�ll of same color as 
outline; �ll of 
education with the 
color for Literacy

ed x life x gdp x hdi x 1970
81.2 61,7 64.6 69.2 width branch ; hdi * 2= trunk height
27.06 20.57 21.53  1/3
54.12 41.14 43.06  branch height = (1/3) *2)
39.10 29.8 31.1  side of square= % to HDI

literacy enrollment
89%   65.6    
59.33  (2/3) 21.87   (1/3) 
73.1  26.9  square = % to education

     
 

R=223 G=92 B=69 LIFE
R=230 G=179 B=57 GDP 
R=80 G=135 B=199   EDUCATION
R=47 G=102 B=177 ENROLLMENT
R=151 G=187 B=227 LITERACY
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square  for indexes = square for the diamond tree
line = 8px 
corner radius= 3px
side = % to HDI (i.e. life =  29.8 px)
order: = smaller to the left and front and then switch sides 
for other indexes while sending to back
align = align squares to the edge and bottom of branch 

square  for literacy and enrollment = % to square for education *
* line and side all change accordingly line = 8px 
order: = smaller to the bottom 
align rules = align squares to the edge of the branch and bottom
angles: angles that connect are always 90 degrees

branches for indexes 
line = 8px 
corner radius= 15px
height = index/3 then * 2 (i.e., life 41.14)
width = index (i.e., life 61.7)

HDI
line = 8px 
corner radius bottom= 3px
corner radius top = 0px (straight corners)
height = HDI* 2 (i.e. 69.2 = 138.4)
width = 24 px (or proportional as discussed ?)
 

ed x life x gdp x hdi x 1970
  81.2   61,7   64.6 69.2 =   length (only hdi index * 2 )
162.4 123.4 129.2 138.4
27.06 20.57 21.53  (1/3) = height in the trunk (*2)
54.12 41.14 43.06
lit   enr 
89%   65.6   = length of branch 
59.33  (2/3) 21.87   (1/3) =  height in the ed x branch
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All measures are in pixels
box outside the tree = 200 x 200 px
height represents = HDI
width respresents = indexes values

TRUNK 
height = (HDI index * 2) px
stroke = 13 px 
color = percentage of each index in relation to HDI 

BRANCH
stroke = 8px 
angles: ed = -30; gdp=30; life = 15
length branch = index value (starting at center trunk)
height in trunk = (1/3 * 2) 

SUB BRANCH
stroke = 5px 
angles: literacy= 15; enrollment = -30
length branch = index value
height in branch = proportional value to ed index

CIRCLES
diameter = index *2
opacity = index value
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ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 26.0 24.7 100%
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RULES:
Note: All measures are in pixels

TRUNK 
height = (HDI index) px
stroke = 10 px 
color = percentage of each index in relation to HDI 
(second row of numbers to the left)

box outside the tree = 100 x 100 px
height represents = HDI
width respresents = indexes values

BRANCH
stroke = 10 px 
corner of branch = 15px
length branch = index value

CONSTRUCTION:
Draw a square 100 x 100 px (might not need to render)

Trunk:
Draw stroke of trunk at x=50, y=0; ehight = (HDI value)px

Branches:
Draw L shaped line with corner = 15px
Order of branches: highest at  bottom (ix1; ix2; ix3)
Draw ix1: x = 50; y = 0; length = 1/2 index value
Draw ix2: x = 50; y = (ix1 percentage to HDI)px; length = (1/2 index value)px
Draw ix3: x = 50; y = ((ix1 percentage to HDI)+ (ix2 percentage to HDI))px; 
length = (1/2 index value)px

ed life gdp hdi 1970
81.2 61,7 64.6 69.2
27.06 20.57 21.53

lit  89%  59.33
enr  65.6  21.87
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RULES:
Note: All measures are in pixels

TRUNK 
height = (HDI index) px
stroke = 10 px 
color = percentage of each index in relation to HDI 
(second row of numbers to the left)

box outside the tree = 100 x 100 px
height represents = HDI
width respresents = indexes values

BRANCH
stroke = 10 px 
corner of branch = 15px
length branch = index value

CONSTRUCTION:
Draw a square 100 x 100 px (might not need to render)

Trunk:
Draw stroke of trunk at x=50, y=0; ehight = (HDI value)px

Branches:
Draw L shaped line with corner = 15px
Order of branches: highest at  bottom (ix1; ix2; ix3)
Draw ix1: x = 50; y = 0; length = 1/2 index value
Draw ix2: x = 50; y = (ix1 percentage to HDI)px; length = (1/2 index value)px
Draw ix3: x = 50; y = ((ix1 percentage to HDI)+ (ix2 percentage to HDI))px; 
length = (1/2 index value)px

ed life gdp hdi 1970
60.4% 56.0% 62.6% 59.7%
20.13 18.67 20.87
33.73 31.29 34.98 100%

ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 25.9 24.7
36.82 32.36 30.82 100%

Rules:
trunck is given by each category colored 
individually.
hight = HDI index
line widths= 1/3 index in point values  
for each category

pie diameter = HDI index value
order = larger to smaller 3 indexes values 
taken as percentage to the whole HDI 
index

order of bars change according to which 
index played a larger role

problem --don’t like much when they 
change, but might help in terms of 
calling attention to which was larger, 
since values vary very little

ed life gdp hdi 1970
60.4% 56.0% 62.6% 59.7%
20.13 18.67 20.87
33.73 31.29 34.98 100%

ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 25.9 24.7
36.82 32.36 30.82 100%

Rules:
trunck is given by each category colored 
individually.
hight = HDI index
line widths= 1/3 index in point values  
for each category

pie diameter = HDI index value
order = larger to smaller 3 indexes values 
taken as percentage to the whole HDI 
index

ed life gdp hdi 1970
60.4% 56.0% 62.6% 59.7%
20.13 18.67 20.87

ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 26.0 24.7

Rules:
Rules:
trunck 
hight = HDI index
width= HDI in point value
color = each category positioned in the 
order of hierachy with 50 % opacity

circles diameter = half index values
order = front to back according to values

ed life gdp hdi 1970
60.4% 56.0% 62.6% 59.7%
20.13 18.67 20.87

ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 26.0 24.7

Rules:
trunck is given by each category colored 
individually.
hight = HDI index
line widths= 1/3 index in point values  
for each category

circles diameter = half index values
order = higher (larger)- problem with the 
2 lower ones

ed x life x gdp x hdi x 1970
81.2 61,7 64.6 69.2 =   length (only hdi index * 2 )
27.06 20.57 21.53  (1/3) = height in the trunk (*2)
54.12 41.14 43.06
lit   enr 
89%   65.6   = length of branch 
59.33  (2/3) 21.87   (1/3) =  height in the ed x branch
73.1  26.9
36.55  13.45

     
 

C=7 M=78 Y=77 K=0 LIFE
C=9 M=29 Y=90 K=0 GDP 
C=70 M=40 Y=0 K=0 EDUCATION
C=35 M=20 Y=0 K=5 LITERACY/ENROLLMENT

RULES:
All measures are in pixels -- here multiplied by 2
height represents = HDI
width respresents = indexes values

TRUNK 
3 strokes of 8 px --each aligned to the correspondent branch
 (version 2 no stroke for branch which starts from ground)
color = 60 k + 10 of predominant branch (this case blue) 
height of each trunk = (1/3 * 2) + previous heights

BRANCH
stroke = 8px 
corner of branch = 15px
middle branch corner = 24 px (for sake of comparison)
length branch = index value (starting at end of curve)
y = (1/3 * 2) + previous heights (measured in straight line)
x = each branch is 1/3 of the trunk. 
order: Bottom branch is the smaller and top the largest index. 
Education is always to the right 

SUB BRANCH
stroke proportional to 1/3 and 2/3 in px  
length branch =  index value

BOTTOM RADIUS = 15 PX
MIDDLE = 24 (+8)
EDUCATION = 15

guidelines for construction

version 1: gray extends up to the beginning of arc, the height = value of 1/3 index. Total = HDI

version 1: gray extends up to the y of next branch which has the height of 1/3 index included in its color 

Four major di�erences in these versions:
1. Order: from smaller in the bottom  to larger in the top
2. All measures happen in the straight lines. 
Arcs are not counted. So height and length represent 
real measures.
3. Arcs change in radius so as to compensate for com-
parison and shift in x
4. A version with gray representing real HDI and the 
other as before.

81.2

59.3359.33 21.87
radius = 3 radius = 5

radius = 15

radius = 24

radius = 15

21.87

64.6

61.7
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ed x life x gdp x hdi x 1970
81.2 61,7 64.6 69.2 =   length (only hdi index * 2 )
27.06 20.57 21.53  (1/3) = height in the trunk (*2)
54.12 41.14 43.06
lit   enr 
89%   65.6   = length of branch 
59.33  (2/3) 21.87   (1/3) =  height in the ed x branch
73.1  26.9
36.55  13.45

     
 

C=7 M=78 Y=77 K=0 LIFE
C=9 M=29 Y=90 K=0 GDP 
C=70 M=40 Y=0 K=0 EDUCATION
C=35 M=20 Y=0 K=5 LITERACY/ENROLLMENT

RULES:
All measures are in pixels -- here multiplied by 2
height represents = HDI
width respresents = indexes values

TRUNK 
3 strokes of 8 px --each aligned to the correspondent branch
 (version 2 no stroke for branch which starts from ground)
color = 60 k + 10 of predominant branch (this case blue) 
height of each trunk = (1/3 * 2) + previous heights

BRANCH
stroke = 8px 
corner of branch = 15px
middle branch corner = 24 px (for sake of comparison)
length branch = index value (starting at end of curve)
y = (1/3 * 2) + previous heights (measured in straight line)
x = each branch is 1/3 of the trunk. 
order: Bottom branch is the smaller and top the largest index. 
Education is always to the right 

SUB BRANCH
stroke proportional to 1/3 and 2/3 in px  
length branch =  index value

BOTTOM RADIUS = 15 PX
MIDDLE = 24 (+8)
EDUCATION = 15

guidelines for construction

version 1: gray extends up to the beginning of arc, the height = value of 1/3 index. Total = HDI

version 1: gray extends up to the y of next branch which has the height of 1/3 index included in its color 

Four major di�erences in these versions:
1. Order: from smaller in the bottom  to larger in the top
2. All measures happen in the straight lines. 
Arcs are not counted. So height and length represent 
real measures.
3. Arcs change in radius so as to compensate for com-
parison and shift in x
4. A version with gray representing real HDI and the 
other as before.

81.2

59.3359.33 21.87
radius = 3 radius = 5

radius = 15

radius = 24

radius = 15
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ed life gdp hdi 1970-2005
60.4% 56.0% 62.6% 59.7%
65.2% 59.2% 68.3% 64.2%
70.0% 62.4% 72.2% 68.2%
72.9% 65.6% 71.2% 69.9%
75.9% 68.8% 71.3% 72.0%
81.4% 72.2% 72.6% 75.4%
86.9% 75.3% 73.0% 78.4%
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%

ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 26.0 24.7 100%
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RULES:
Note: All measures are in pixels

TRUNK 
height = (HDI index) px
stroke = 10 px 
color = percentage of each index in relation to HDI 
(second row of numbers to the left)

BRANCH
stroke = 8 px 
round ends for strokes
length branch = index value
circle diameter = ix value
opacity color  = ix% value

     

y = index%; 
angle = ix% value
trunk on back

y = index%; 
angles: 30, -30, 15
trunk on top

y = index%; 
angles: 30, -30, 15
trunk on back

y ix1 = 0; 
y ix2 = ix1 % value; 
y ix3 = ix1+ix2 % value; ; 
angles: 30, -30, 15

y = index%; 
angle = ix% value
trunk on top

ed life gdp hdi 2005
88.5% 77.8% 74.2% 80.1%
29.5 26.0 24.7 100%
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RULES:
Note: All measures are in pixels

TRUNK 
height = (HDI index) px
stroke = 10 px 
color = percentage of each index in relation to HDI 
(second row of numbers to the left)

BRANCH
stroke = 8 px 
round ends for strokes
length branch = index value

CONSTRUCTION:
Draw a square 100 x 100 px (might not need to render)

Trunk:
Draw stroke of trunk at x=50, y=0; ehight = (HDI value)px

Branches:
Draw L shaped line with corner = 15px
Order of branches: highest at  bottom (ix1; ix2; ix3)
Draw ix1: x = 50; y = 0; length = 1/2 index value
Draw ix2: x = 50; y = (ix1 percentage to HDI)px; length = (1/2 index value)px
Draw ix3: x = 50; y = ((ix1 percentage to HDI)+ (ix2 percentage to HDI))px; 
length = (1/2 index value)px

 20
-45
 60

 30
-45
 60


